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Good to Know!  

The 1984 2.50 franc Weathercock 
by Werner Gattiker 

This article was published in May 2013 as part of a series in the Helvetia Philatelic Society Bulletin, and is 
reprinted here with the gracious permission of the author and the Helvetia Society.  Other articles in the series 
will be published in TELL from time to time. 

 The “weathercock” definitive stamp,  first issued in 1975,  was to be replaced in 

1985 by the Libra design of the Signs of the Zodiac series.  However, as so often seems 

to happen in Switzerland, supplies of the old design ran short and would not last  until 

the  date  of  issue  of  the Libra 2.50 franc, and a stopgap reprint of the weathercock 

design was ordered.  Whether by error or design, that last 1984 printing of the old 2.50 

was done by the PTT printing works on paper kept in stock for the printing of  

Luxembourg definitives.   

 This Luxembourg paper has the same appearance, quality and weight as the 

paper used for the Swiss 1973/75 Applied Art definitives, i.e. it was a granite paper with 

violet fibres, but with the important distinction that it lacks the luminescent agent added to the Swiss paper.  This means 

that under UV light the weathercock stamp printed in 1984 on Luxembourg paper does not show any luminescence but 

remains dull.  Unfortunately there are no other distinguishing signs, and you cannot tell Luxembourg paper from Swiss 

paper with the naked eye.  With the price of the 1984 printing of the 2f50 value a multiple of the normal printings, it is 

always worth checking stamps with a late use date of 1984 onwards under the UV lamp. 
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Switzerland on Display 
by Mike Peter 

 There were not very many of us at our an-

nual AHPS convention at SANDICAL in San Die-

go, but we had a good showing of exhibits: 

Roger Heath: Refused Mail of Switzerland.  Gold,  

AHPS Grand,  AHPS gold 

George Struble: Development of Swiss Airmail 

up to 1939. Gold, AHPS Gold 

George Struble: SCADTA Mail from and to Swit-

zerland. Gold, AHPS silver 

Bruce Marsden: A Trip to the Alps. Vermeil 

Roger Heath: Swiss Cancelers Made for Latin 

America 1881-1936. AHPS Grand Single Frame, 

Show Vermeil 

Bruce Marsden: Switzerland -1932 Disarmament 

Issue Airmail Usages. Silver 

Roger Heath:  Mail Handled at Hotel Schweizer-

hof, Luzern. Vermeil, AHPS Bronze 

 

 Also, since our last awards report in the 

July TELL, here are other awards earned by our 

industrious members: 

Florex 2015 

Ron Strawser: Postal Usages and History Of the 

Swiss Large Landscapes 1949.  Vermeil 

Charles LaBlonde: The Suspension of the US 

Mail to Switzerland 1942-45. Gold 

Boxborough 2015 

Bruce Marsden:  A Trip to the Alps.    Vermeil 

PIPEX 2015 

Roger Heath: DeCoppet Razor Cancelers of Swit-

zerland.  Gold 

Charles LaBlonde:  The Censorship of Swiss 

WW2 Card Mail.    Vermeil 

Charles LaBlonde:  The Suspension of US Mail 

to Switzerland 1942-45. Vermeil 

SEAPEX 2015 

George Struble: Development of Swiss Airmail 

up to 1939. Gold and Reserve Grand 

Roger Heath: Refused Mail of Switzerland.  Gold 

George Struble:  SCADTA Mail to and from 

Switzerland    Gold 

Roger Heath:  Mail Handled at the Hotel 

Schweizerhof, Luzern. Vermeil 

STAMPSHOW 2015 

Roger Heath: Swiss Flexible Head Razor Cancels.  

Gold 

Roger Heath: Refused Mail of Switerland.  Gold 

Bruce Marsden: Pro Juventute Usage up To UPU 

Acceptance 1912-21. Vermeil 

George Struble:  SCADTA Mail to and from 

Switzerland   Prix d'Honneur 

George Struble: Development of Swiss Airmail 

up to 1939.  Prix d'Honneur 

 

 

President’s Column 
 by Roger Heath 

 On final approach it was certain those who 

flew into San Diego had arrived – seen from the 

airplane’s windows were palm trees lining every 

street!  The weather was as predicted, nice breeze, 

blue sky, and short sleeve shirt temperatures.  

Meanwhile back east the Big Storm delayed many 

returning flights. 

 The Society officers had a working break-

fast on Saturday morning and arrived at a number 

of decisions, some financial and others confirming 

future events. 

 AHPS is committed to budget $1000 per 

year for the purchase of philatelic publications to 

donate to the American Philatelic Research Li-

brary for placement in the stacks of the Swiss Col-

lection.  The funding will be revisited each year.  

Emphasis will be on European publications that 

are typically unavailable to our American mem-

bers.  Anyone knowing of books they believe should 

be in the APRL please contact me or Richard Hall, 

our society Secretary.  Either he or I will forward 

the request to Bruce Marsden for payment to the 

appropriate seller. 

 The Board discussed the creation of Distri-

bution Manager for TELL.  The duties require a 

volunteer who is willing to receive TELL from the 

printers, stuff the envelopes, then label and stamp 

them for mailing at their local post office.  Labels 

are now printed by George Struble from a file sent 

by Dick Hall, and George has a group of friends 

who help him with these chores.  George estimates 

processing for each issue at about 15 man hours.  

The volunteer will be supplied with all necessary 
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envelopes, stamps, and labels.  Please contact 

George if you can take on this job. 

 Until someone else steps forward and vol-

unteers, I have accepted to help George, with con-

tacting existing and potential advertisers. 

George has enough to do getting TELL pub-

lished  on a regular basis. If you know anyone 

interested in advertising in TELL – or who 

ought to be interested – please let me know. 

 As you see on page 15, the Society is 

financially healthy. With this in mind the 

Board emphasizes its support of any members 

wishing to publish about Swiss philately. We 

have done this in the past and encourage those 

who wish to publish to contact any Board 

member and present their proposal for review 

by the Board. 

 The Board voted to support the following 

candidates for American Philatelic Society offices: 

Gordon Eubanks (Director at Large), Bruce 

Marsden (Treasurer), and Robert Zeigler (Board of 

Vice Presidents). Watch for your ballots in Ameri-

can Philatelist later this spring. 

 New York 2016: AHPS members will have 

a meeting at the Javits Center Monday, May 30, 

4:00 pm, followed by a Dutch treat dinner at a lo-

cal German restaurant. 

 AHPS will have a Society booth at 

StampShow 2016 in Portland, OR., August 4-7. We 

have a banner, and will have handouts for those 

interested in Swiss philately.  The APS requires a 

list of volunteers later this spring of those who will 

staff the booth.  Please volunteer for a couple of 

hours and let me know which day or days works 

best for you.  Mike Peter has offered to show a vid-

eo slide presentation of his exhibit Registered Mail 

of Switzerland during a two-hour Society meeting. 

Show and Tell will follow. 

 

 

World Stamp 

Show -- NY 

2016! 
by George Struble 

 As part of our publicity 

of the New York 2016 World 

Stamp Show, we have been 

showing philatelic items that tie Switzerland and 

New York.  This month's cover was sent in 1929 

from Wolhusen, in the district of Entelbuch (can-

ton Lucerne).  It was mailed to Seattle, and of 

course passed through New York.  It is marked 

airmail, which meant airmail only within the U.S.   

 When Swiss airmail surcharges to the U.S. 

were first established in 1925, there were different 

rates for Chicago, Cheyenne, and San Francisco.  

In 1926 there were specified rates to still more 

U.S. cities.  But in 1927 the surcharge was stand-

ardized to 1 franc and then to 50 rappen (for 10 

grams), but on May 1, 1929, that rate was raised to 

65 rappen.  Since this cover was mailed in August, 

1929, the correct postage was therefore 30 rappen 

international surface postage plus 65 rappen for 

the airmail surcharge.  And the route was indeed 

New York (to Chicago) to Salt Lake City to Pasco.   

 We will have one more of these New York 

columns in the May TELL; I invite you to send me 

a good cover to end our series. 

 

 

Steve Turchik: 1928 - 

2015 
by Bob Zeigler 

 Steve Turchik, a long-time member of 

AHPS and one of our most accomplished exhibi-

tors, passed away December 30th, 2015.  Steve was 

88.  He was a native of Ashtabula, Ohio, but relo-

cated to California as a young man and resided for 

many years in Santa Paula, in Ventura County, 

not far from Santa Barbara.  He was a graduate of 

Kent State University, holding B.S. degrees in 

both Business Administration and Education, and 

later obtained a Masters degree in Education from 

the University of Southern California.   

 After serving his country in the Merchant 

Marine, Steve taught Business and Economics at 

Santa Paula High School and a local junior college 
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for many years.  He belonged to many service 

clubs, such as the Optimists, the Knights of Co-

lumbus, the Loyal Order of Moose, and others, and 

was very active in service to his community.  

(Thanks to Steve's son Bob for some of this infor-

mation.) 

 Steve was forever a learner and a man of 

wide interests, for example, teaching himself Span-

ish during his retirement, and sending out a 

stream of interesting and often very funny e-mails 

to a long list of friends.  He had a wonderful sense 

of humor. 

 As a philatelist, Steve collected worldwide, 

and was very active in his local stamp club, the 

Ventura County Philatelic Society.  He had a spe-

cial interest in Swiss stamps.  He began collecting 

Swiss over 50 years ago.  About 25 years ago, he 

began to exhibit Strubels.  A great deal of interest 

and research in Strubels developed during this pe-

riod, with (among others) Herbert Brach in Ameri-

ca and Urs Hermann in Switzerland doing path-

breaking research.  Steve collaborated with Herb 

Brach and others, incorporating this advancing 

knowledge, doing some of his own research, and 

raising the quality of his exhibit to a remarkable 

degree.   

 He acquired most of the great rarities of 

the Strubel issue, including both types of the ultra-

rare blue 5-centime value, mixed frankings with 

both the Durheim issues and the Seated Helvetia 

perforated issues, and ultimately won Grand 

Awards in national shows and competed in the 

APS Champion of Champions competition.  His 

research and write-up were excellent.  His display 

became the best exhibit of Strubels in the United 

States and compared favorably with others in the 

world.  

 Steve served AHPS as an officer and took 

an abiding interest in the Society.  Despite some 

physical problems in his later years, he faithfully 

attended AHPS conventions whether near or far 

away. 

 Ironically, Steve travelled to more than 40 

countries, but never got to Switzerland.  We think 

his philately helped make up for that.  Rest in 

peace, Steve. 

New Members 
 We had not reported our new members 

since September 2014.  But we should have, and 

will try to make up for it by reporting a whole 22 

new members since then. A warm welcome to all of 

them! 

Fred Boatwright  Steven Heininger 

Missouri   Indiana 

Caj Brejtfus   Allen Jenkins 

California   Massachusetts 

Marco Butti   Allen L. Johnson 

Italy    Washington 

Mark S. Corrinet  Robert Knecht 

Oregon    New Jersey 

Jeff Curtis   Gerard R. Kusluch 

Indiana   Maryland 

Dave Duebendorfer  Bern Schnyder 

Connecticut   Ontario 

Steve Dulaney   Charles W. Stewart 

Oregon    Oregon 

Gordon Eubanks  Thomas Trigsted 

California   Washington 

Joseph Gigandet  Daniel von Kanel 

Pennsylvania   British Columbia 

William L. Gillen  Bruno Venturini 

Rhode Island   Bulgaria 

Timothy J. Gimmel  Arlindo Viegas 

Kentucky   Indiana 

 
Steve with his AHPS Grand award in 2008 
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The Federal Post, October 1, 1849 
by Amédée Roueche 

This article was published in the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ) 2015/10, October 2015 as an offer-
ing from the Philatelic Study Group of Léman on the occasion of its 50th anniversary.  It is reprinted here 
with the gracious permission of SBZ and the author.  The translation is by George Struble. 

The recovery of the cantonal posts by the Confederation on January 1, 1849 was decided almost 

without opposition and anchored in the federal Constitution in 1848 under Article 33.  The ef-

fective date was October 1, 1849.  The disadvantages of the cantonal postal services were all too 

evident -- tariffs, the different currencies in use in Swiss territories, regionalisms, etc.  From 

that time on, the mission of the federal Post has been to transport letters, packages, funds, and 

passengers. 

 The first step was to create a unique money system. which was realized 

in 1848 when the Confederation assigned to itself the authority over the curren-

cy.  From then on, the franc was divided into 100 centimes.  The German speak-

ers maintained the term Rappen, the last vestige of the old currency.  The first 

coins (5, 2, 1, and 1/2 franc) were struck in 1850 in Paris. 

 Later, it was necessary to unify further the measures of distance and 

weights.  In 1862 the loth ceded its place to grams, and from 1876 the Swiss fi-

nally spoke in terms of kilometers. 

 In 1849, the Post was divided into eleven postal districts.  Each postal 

district had its own directorate, which in turn was responsible to the General 

directorate in Bern.  The creation of the postal districts was largely based on 

linguistic and cantonal boundaries and on the former regions of the cantonal 

posts. 

 The unification of the postage rates was 

realized on the first of October 1849 for.  On May 

18, 1850 the first federal stamps, Orts-Post/Poste 

Locale, appeared, and on October 1, 1850 the first Rayon I and Rayon II stamps were put into circulation. 

 It remains, however, to track the Geneva 

franc, which was still aligned with the French franc.  

It was necessary to wait until January 1, 1852 for the 

Geneva currency to achieve permanent parity with 

the new Swiss franc, since until then the Geneva 

franc was valued at 1 franc 43 centimes.  That was 

indeed, finally, the actual birth of the Swiss franc as 

we know it today.  The long fight led by the federal 

 
Fig. 1.  Reverse of a one-
franc coin minted in 1850 
with the stamp A, the 
mark of the Paris mint. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Folded letter sheet from Grandson to Geneva, at the 
first weight level ≤ 1/2 loth and rayon 2 from 48 to 120 km.  It 
was sent on October 10, 1850.  It was assessed at Grandson at 
4 kreuzers in the old money; in Geneva the letter was assessed 
15 centimes (1 kreuzer = 2.5 cts, 4 kreuzers = 10 cts in 1850.  
The Geneva franc was valued at 1.43 Swiss francs of 1850, so 
10 cts × 1.43 = 14.3 cts which was rounded to 15 cts.) 
 

 
Fig. 3.  Folded letter sheet sent from Albisbrunn, then Hausen 
am Albis (canton Zurich) October 5, 1851; the letter was still 
assessed on departure in the old cantonal currency, i.e. 
kreuzers.  At its arrival in Geneva, the Post correctly assessed 
this letter coming from the 4th rayon, first weight step ≤ 1/2 loth, 
so 30 Geneva cts to be paid by the recipient.  1 kreuzer = 2.5 
cts., 8 kreuzers = 20 cts (see the caption of Fig. 2) 

 

Support our Members! 
The APS elections coming this year feature sev-

eral AHPS members.  Please consider support-

ing them: 

 Bob Zeigler: Board of Vice Presidents 

 Bruce Marsden: Treasurer 

 Gordon Eubanks: Direcor-at-large 
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councilor from Solothurn, Josef Munzinger -- a predestined name -- came to an end.  This worthy man lost 

his nerves and his health, so intense was the struggle.  The following formula was finally accepted by par-

liament: "five grams of silver, or the standard of nine tenths of fine silver, constitute the Swiss monetary 

unit, and bears the name franc." * 

 Apart from these Geneva exceptions, during 

the years 1850 and 1851, unfranked mail was 

charged in the old currency (kreuzers).  The habit of 

not franking mail was difficult to give up.  We had 

to wait until July 1, 1862 when finally the federal Post 

levied a surtax on unfranked mail, in order to favor 

the use of stamps and make more rational the work of 

the postal administration. 

 

 

* Extract from "Federal Council.  Bio-

graphical Dictionary of the first hun-

dred federal councilors," directed by 

Professor Urs Altermatt 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Folded letter sheet from Baden (January 22, 1850) 
addressed to Aarau with PP, carrying on the back traced in red 
2 kreuzers, therefore 5 cts for a letter of one demi-loth for the 
first rayon 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Folded letter sheet from Porrentruy (August 29, 1863) 
to a destination of Emboi.  The letter is not franked and was 
assessed 15 cts according to the new rates of July 1, 1962, 
therefore 5 cts more than if it had been franked by a stamp 

 

 

Do you know RHONE PHILATELIE ? 

This most interesting philatelic magazine is 

published 4 times a year in the French speak-

ing part of Switzerland. 

It handles all aspects of Swiss philately, as well 

as many other philatelic topics.  Well illustrat-

ed in 4-colors on 32 pages, the texts in French 

are very easy to read. 

For a free copy or a subscription, please contact 

the Chief Editor, Jean-Louis Emmenegger, at 

his email address : jl.emmenegger@gmail.com    

 

 

mailto:jl.emmenegger@gmail.com
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On the Trail of a True Fugitive (Ink)… 
by George Valby 

 For the last 100 years or so the multiple shades of the 1 Franc Strubels (27C, 27D, and 27E) have 

been described and/or explained, usually as due to the use of the first synthetic dye.  Hunziker(1986), 

Brach(2000), and Hermann(2006), perhaps in a sequential dependency, have all referred to it as Mauveïn, 

aniline purple, the first synthetic dye, etc.  But at least for the 27Cs and the first production of 27D, that is 

impossible:  The stamp production was before or too soon after the discovery of the dye! 

 An abbreviated time line shows this clearly: 

Production of all 27C stamps (327,075)    February 1-21, 1855 

Discovery of aniline purple by William Perkin   Late March 1856 

1st delivery of 27D (173,250)     August 6, 1856 

Patent Issued to Perkin      August 27, 1856 

2nd delivery of 27D (25,000, from 1856 production)  September 28, 1857 

3rd delivery of 27D (20,525, most from 1857 production) November19, 1857 

4th & last delivery of 27D (397,500 from 1859 production) December 31, 1859 

 Note that not all the deliveries above were of the same quantity:  The 2nd and 3rd deliveries of 27D 

make up only a little over 7% of the 27Ds.  By far the largest delivery was the 4th  (over 60%), but remem-

ber that at the end of the Strubel period, 296,495 1 Franc Strubels were destroyed.  Presumably most of 

those were from the 1859 production of 27Ds. 

 Perkin commercialized his discovery 

and from 1857 was producing the dye in 

England at his factory.  The primary applica-

tion was for fabrics, and a sample of a dyed fabric, shown in Fig. 1, does not resemble the colors of 1 Franc 

Strubels at all! 

 Of course, a diluted mixture might match better. 

 The range of shades from my own collection is shown in Fig. 2.   

 So Mauveïn seems to be innocent, not our wanted fugitive, or at least not guilty of all crimes 

against  the 1 Franc Strubels.  Since the shades of 27C and 27D are so similar (except for the dark gray 

27Ds believed to derive from the 1859 production), it is a stretch of credibility to hold that Mauveïn was 

used for some 27Ds, but a different yet similar acting pigment was used for the 27Cs.  But until we can ex-

plain more fully, I guess the jury is still out…. 

 I am not a chemist, just a Strubel-Freunde, so explaining how a print color changes from lilac grey 

to blue grey to blue I will have to leave to others.  From my meanderings through the early history of syn-

thetic dyes, however, a potential second suspect to the crime has made itself known: murexide (sometimes 

called to as “semi-synthetic” dye.) 

 The first commercial manufacture of murexide started in 1853 at Mulhouse, so the timing (and 

 
  Fig. 1.  Fabric sample dyed with aniline purple 

 
Fig. 2.  Shades of 27C and 27D 
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perhaps proximity) fit better.  Guano was used as the source of uric acid, the key ingredient for the produc-

tion of murexide.  The name is an allusion to the Murex mollusk, the source of the Tyrian purple of antiq-

uity.  In the late 1830’s, it was still a laboratory curiosity, since the source of uric acid before guano became 

easily available was boa constrictors, thankfully in short supply! 

 A review of the FTIR spectroscopy work mentioned by John Barrett in his 2005 studies would be 

interesting.  Reportedly, degradation products were identified supporting the idea that synthetic pigments 

were present.  It would be interesting to know if both 27Cs and 27Ds were analyzed, if they yielded the 

same or different results, and whether the particular degradation products are consistent with murexide or 

aniline purple or both. 

 Never let it be said that the Strubels do not present enough mysteries!   

References: 

Hans F. Hunziker, STRUBEL Helvetia assise non dentelee 1854-1862 published by Zumstein+Cie, 1986. 

(page 49) 

Herbert Brach, The imperforate Sitting Helvetia Strubel, 2000. (page 124) 

Urs Hermann, Das Grosses Handbuch der eidgenoessischen Ausgabe Sitzende Helvetia Ungezaehnt Les 

Rappen Sitting Helvetia imperforate 1854-1862, Band VI Schriftenreihe Schweizerische Postgeschichgte, 

2006. (page 401) 

John Barrett, "Strubel Pigment Study", TELL, September 2005, page 4 

 

Celebrating Rhône 

Philatélie's Issue 150 
 Congratulations to our sister journal Rhône 

Philatélie on having just pub-

lished its 150th issue.  It is 

edited by Jean-Louis Emmen-

egger, who has written excel-

lent articles we have published 

in TELL.  It is published quar-

terly, especially for the 

French-speaking philatelists in 

Switzerland, and carries news 

of the local French-speaking 

stamp clubs.  As part of its cel-

ebration, Emmeneger invited 

each of the clubs to contribute 

a philatelic item, preferably 

one that relates to its own lo-

cale.  We have their permis-

sion to reprint some of these; 

you may see several in TELL 

in the coming months. 

 This post card was 

supplied by the Societé Phila-

télique de Porrentruy.  In case 

you didn't know, Porrentruy is 

in a little bulge in canton Jura, 

neighboring France on three 

sides.  Which helps to explain 

why, on April 24, 1917, Ger-

man military aircraft dropped several bombs on 

Porrentruy, damaging some buildings.   

The translation of the card is 

German bombs on Porrentruy 

"Sentry!  Shoot!" 

"I can’t, my old dear 

Madam. I have only a 

broom and no cartridges." 

 The text supplied 

by the Societé and printed 

in Rhône Philatélie is 

 This card was 

printed after April 24, 

1917, the day of the bom-

bardment by German mil-

itary aviation of buildings 

in Porrentruy.  If this 

card had been mailed, it 

would never have reached 

its destination, because it 

would have been retained 

by the federal censorship 

service of the time as an 

"offensive and degrading 

document."  It seems that 

the Swiss military did 

have no cartridges.  Cen-

sored documents can be 

found now in the Com-

munications Museum in 

Berne. 

 
Source : Rhône Philatélie, philatelic magazine 
(Switzerland), special issue No 150, December 
2015. 
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Two Late WWII Canada Items of Interest 
by Charles J. LaBlonde CPhH, FRPSL 

The Story of the SS Scythia - The “SS 

Scythia,” shown in Fig. 1, was a liner of the 

Cunard White Star Line that sailed from Hali-

fax for Great Britain in late April or early May 

1945. The 19,730 ton vessel made her maiden 

voyage in 1921. She had an interesting war-

time record that included carrying the 1st 

King's Dragoon Guards to the Middle East 

from Liverpool as well as taking part in the 

North Africa landings of British Army troops 

in 1942. On 23 November 1942 the ship was 

hit by an aerial torpedo, made a run for Al-

giers, and suffered only 5 casualties amongst 

its crew of 4300. 

 Following repairs in New York Scythia 

ferried American troops to and from Europe 

and was later known as a “war bride ship.” She 

also sailed to India to bring home British troops 

from there.  Scythia was finally scrapped in 

January 1958. 

 On the fateful 1945 voyage from Halifax 

to Liverpool a fire broke out in the forward hold 

just as the ship entered the River Mersey on 25 

May 1945. The National Fire Service extin-

guished the blaze after the ship had docked at 

the Prince's Landing Stage, Liverpool. The ship 

carried 5954 bags of mail (reportedly all from 

Canada) of which over 75 percent was either 

totally destroyed or beyond salvage. Estimates 

place the number of existing covers at around 

200, of which one is shown here. 

 The letter to the Geneva Red Cross was posted in Prescott, Ontario, at 2:30 PM on 28 April 1945.  

Although the stamp was washed off in the disaster, the letter was clearly meant for surface transport and 

paid at a rate of 5 cents. The salvaged mail was marked with two different cachets, one of which is shown 

here: “(D)AMAGED BY FIRE&WATER.”   

 This letter from the Scythia is quite special because it bears proof of reaching destination. Some 

philatelic writers bemoan the fact that, “most 

of the Scythia salvaged covers have no mark of 

arrival nor further date stamp of any sort.” 

Proof that this particular damaged letter real-

ly did make it to Geneva is provided by the 

Red Cross marking “COUPON-REPONSE” 

indicating that an International Reply Coupon 

(IRC) was enclosed. 

An Odd Censorship - This letter to the Ge-

neva Red Cross started out in Cardston, Alber-

ta, on 18 June 1945. The postage  paid was 10 

cents, for which I cannot find a suitable expla-

nation. At the Ottawa Censor office it was 

opened and sealed by a Canada censor label 

 
Fig. 1.  The "Scythia" 

 
Fig. 2.  One of the covers that survived the Scythia fire 

 
Fig. 3.  Cover with the odd censor marking 
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Number C. 22. The censor closer is Burrows Number 777, transparent paper (glassine). Burrows notes the 

latest date of use for this closer as 8 January 1944. So something funny is going on here. To make it even 

more interesting the censor number C. 22 on the closer is crossed out with red pencil and the number DB 

45 is written on the closer in the same red pencil. 

 Peter Burrows has added this label to his database as Number 777.1. 

 Here is a piece of speculation about this situation. Late in the war some working censors may have 

run out of closer labels. Other censors, who could have already been dismissed, may have left some of their 

excess closer labels behind. Was Censor DB 45 using an available closer, not his own? 

 Other possible explanations please? 

 

 

 

Cancelers of the 1922 Peace Conference of Lausanne 
by Roger Heath 

 Güller, the Swiss postal cancel manufacturer, supplied two special cancelers for the Conference of 

Lausanne, used in late 1922 and early 1923. The post office using these two cancelers was located within 

the Beau-Rivage Palace Hotel, site of the conference. 

 The purpose of this Conference was to replace the Treaty of Sèvres, which had been signed in 1920  

by Allied officials and those of the Ottoman Empire.  After a revolution within Turkey, Atatürk, the leader 

of the Nationalist Party, won the right to send representatives to the Conference of Lausanne where new 

negotiations would take place.  The Conference recognized this newly formed government of Turkey and 

also addressed boundary issues created by the breakup of the Ottoman Empire. 

 The first meeting opened 21 November 

1922 with representatives from Britain, 

France, Italy, and Turkey.  The Conference 

lasted eleven weeks.  On 4 February 1923, dis-

agreements led to a suspension of discussions.  

They resumed on 23 April, at which time repre-

sentatives from Japan, Russia, and Greece also 

had proposals to be considered, primarily re-

garding reparations and “open seas” through 

the Dardanelles. 

 Eventually, the Treaty of Lausanne was 

officially signed and adopted on 24 July 1923.  

It formally recognized the establishment of 

Turkey, which relinquished its territorial 

claims to Cyprus, Egypt, Sudan, Syria, and 

Iraq, and ceded its claims to the territories of 

Yemen, Asir, and Hejaz.  The boundaries of the 

Middle East, as we know them today, were essentially established by this Treaty. 

 The letter shown in Figure 1 was addressed to Paul Bargeton, the second ranking member of the 

French Delegation.  His successful career in the French Foreign Service eventually led to his appointment 

as Ambassador to Belgium prior the start of WWII.  In that role he attempted to negotiate Belgium’s neu-

trality before Hitler’s 1940 invasion of Belgium negated his efforts. 

 The French delegation was in residence at the Palace Hotel during the Conference negotiations.  

The letter was probably a personal communication to Bargeton that arrived at the Conference post office.  

The pencil “167” was most likely his room number.  I doubt there are many incoming items to delegates 

who attended this Conference, especially examples with postage due. 

 Franked with a 25 centimes stamp, the letter was underpaid for the international rate of 50 French 

centimes to Switzerland.  Postage due was calculated for the 25 centimes deficiency, which was equivalent 

 
Fig. 1.  Letter posted 30 December 1922 in Paris addressed to Mon-
sieur Bargeton, Delegation Français, Lausanne Palace, Lausanne, 
received 2 January 1923.  
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to 20 Swiss centimes.  With the addition of the 20 centimes penalty, the total due was 40 Swiss centimes 

[Zu 33 and Zu 35].  These stamps are both canceled with Conference Pour la Paix en Orient Lausanne 2 

[Güller #2014], dated 2 January 1923. 

 Much philatelic mail originated from 

this post office.  Figure 2, a postal card [Zu 32 

XII 06] was uprated [Zu 142 x2] paying the 

domestic 10 centimes post card rate which 

came into effect in January 1921.  It was can-

celed 9 December 1922, Conference Pour la 

Paix en Orient Lausanne 1 [Güller #2011].  I 

have not been able to determine any special 

pattern in the use of the two cancelers.  Phila-

telic items are seen cancelled with either 1 or 

2, demonstrating that both devices were used 

on outgoing mail.  More incoming examples 

are need to determine if a specific one was 

used specifically for incoming mail.  

 Further study might determine wheth-

er the post office continued to create philatelic 

items while the Conference was adjourned between 4 February and 23 April 1923.  The few examples I’ve 

seen all have November or December dates.  Also in November and December, the main Lausanne Post 

Office had a machine canceler which included a flag announcing “Lausanne /Conference Pour la Paix/ en 

Orient”, another area for individual study.  It might be determined that the conference post office was 

closed in early February when negotiations broke down and resumed operations in April.  Does anyone 

have items with dates from late January, or later?  It would be interesting to know the last date a letter 

left this post office. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Philatelic postal card mailed 9 December 1922 to Bäretswil. 
The message is from a son to his father. 
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Matterhorn Meanderings 
by Richard T. Hall, C.Ph.H. 

 It is a little known fact that Switzerland has a fleet of ocean-going vessels and has had one since the 

Second World War.  On March 3, 2016, the Swiss Post will be issuing a set of four stamps honoring the 75th 

anniversary of their merchant fleet.  To quote from the 2/2016 issue of the Swiss Post’s Focus on Stamps: 

        The idea of creating a Swiss flag was first raised in around 1860, by Swiss expats in the 

Mediterranean region who no longer wanted to travel under a foreign flag.  However, the idea 

initially floundered.  When Prussia and France opposed it, the Federal Council bowed to the 

pressure.  Besides, back then nobody could agree whether a landlocked state was permitted to 

have its own flag.  It was not until a conference of the League of Nations in Barcelona in 1921 

that states without a maritime coastline were granted the right to have their own flags.  This 

right was ratified in 1958 in the Geneva Convention on the High Seas and then again in 1982 

in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. 

        During World War Two, the Confederation 

was economically reliant on shipping space to 

supply the country with essentials.  The then 

Office of War Transport managed to charter fif-

teen ships under the Greek flag.  After Italy at-

tacked Greece in October 1940, the ships were 

no longer able to sail on the Mediterranean, and 

so the Swiss flag was born.  The Federal Council 

entrusted Basel-based Professor Rudolf Haab 

with the task of establishing a legal basis for the 

creation of Switzerland’s own flag* at sea.  In 

the space of six months, the draft was complete.  

The Federal Council passed the draft in April 

1941 under a state of emergency law and, before 

the month was out, maritime merchant ship SS 

Calanda became the first to fly the flag. 

        Swiss merchant ships are operated not by the Swiss Confederation, but by private ship-

owners.  They remain under the protection of Switzerland, whose flag they fly.  In return, the 

government is entitled to commandeer the ships at times of crisis or emergency to ensure the 

country’s economic needs are met.  Thus our flag is motivated not by competition or prestige; 

rather, Switzerland owes its flag solely to the desire to ensure economic supplies for the nation 

at times of crisis or in emergencies. 

   Reto Dürler, 

   Head of the Swiss Maritime 

    Navigation Office (SMNO) 

 The size of the fleet is surprising.  According to 

the web site of the SMNO, the Swiss merchant fleet 

comprises 47 ships with a total capacity of 1 million tons 

(deadweight tonnage - DWT) owned and operated by six 

companies required to have their headquarters in Swit-

zerland.  The fleet includes bulk goods freighters, con-

tainer ships, multi-purpose freighters and tankers for 

asphalt and other products. 

* The reference to the birth of the Swiss flag in the above 

quote refers to the maritime flag (Fig. 1) which has the 

proportions of 2:3 in contrast to the square national flag. 

The flag is only flown on the high seas, the square na-

tional flag being flown on the Swiss lake steamers. 

 
Fig. 1. The Swiss maritime flag. 

 
Fig. 2.  The Lugano, of the Swiss merchant fleet. 
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 The stamps show four ships of the fleet, the Lavaux, the Lugano, the Lausanne, and the Stockhorn.  

Fig. 2 shows 100c value, showing the stern of the Lugano with its Basel home port designation. 

 For those who would like further information, Felix 

Ganz, in the July 1987 issue of TELL, reviewed a book, 

Schweizer Flagge zur See (The Swiss Flag on the High 

Seas) by Walter Zürcher, and noted that it had 206 pages 

with “close to” 200 illustrations.  He ended his review with 

the statement “For philatelists interested in the still 

somewhat disputed aspect of the legality of mail from such 

ships, with Swiss stamps bearing paquebot cancellations 

from around the world, the book unfortunately provides no 

answers.” Fig. 3 shows the cover of the book which is out of 

stock from the author (www.walter-zuercher.ch/de/) but 

might be available from other booksellers.  

 I don’t know if any of you have tried the Zumstein 

catalog app for your tablet.  It is an electronic version of 

their annual catalog which you can download for around 

$25 from the App Store.  They had some problems with 

Apple in getting it to download but that has been fixed and 

the app works great. 

 Before I get to the current installment of the saga 

of post office closings, I need to correct an error I made in 

my column in the January 2016 TELL.  In item #2 I put 1231 Conches in Canton Vaud rather that where 

is belongs, Canton Genève.  Thanks to the eagle eye of George Smith for catching this. 

 George also pointed out a double listing of 1941 Vollèges – in the January 2016 TELL in item #1 

and in the September 2015 issue in item #7.  My information comes from the Swiss Post publication, 

PhilaNews.  What I missed was a note in the 11/2015 issue of that publication which said that the closing 

of the Vollèges post office was delayed.  The October 9, 2015, date is the correct one for Vollèges.  Amend 

your records accordingly.  Sorry for the confusion. 

 

 There’s not much to report this month. 

1.  On January 15, 2016, the following post offices were closed: 

 3938 Ausserberg (Canton Valais) [assumed by 3930 Visp] [K-cancel K1185 was last used on that date] 

 9032 Engelburg (Canton St. Gallen) [assumed by 9014 St. Gallen]  

  [K-cancel K518 was last used on that date] 

2.  On January 16, 2016, the post office at 3762 Erlenbach im Simmental (Canton Bern) was closed  

 [assumed by 3753 Oey] [K-cancel K672 was last used on that date] 

3.  On January 18, 2016, the post office at 5304 Endingen (Canton Aargau) was closed  

 [assumed by 5303 Würenlingen] 

4.  On January 30, 2016, the post office at 6992 Vernate (Canton Ticino) was closed [assumed by 6982 Agno] 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Cover of Zürcher's book Schweizer Flagge zur 
See. 

 

Swiss Postal Stationery Collectors Society 
 

 

Inquiries or Membership:  

    Albrik J. Wiederkehr, Rue du Carroz 5, CH-1278 La Rippe 
    E-mail: albrikwi@bluewin.ch 
Website: http://www.ganzsachen.ch 
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American Helvetia Philatelic Society 
              Elected Officers 2015-16 Appointed Officers
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Charles LaBlonde 
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Richard T. Hall 
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Asheville, NC 28813 
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Bruce Marsden 
20 Whitney Road 
Short Hills, NJ 07078  
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bmarsden@verizon.net 

 
Regional Trustee West 

Dana Nielsen 

18133 Snohomish Ave. 

Snohomish, WA 98296 

360-668-2699 

dananielsen@comcast.net 
 
Regional Trustee Central 

Michael Peter 

P O Box 50256 

St. Louis, MO 63105 

314-725-6800 
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Regional Trustee East 

Gerry Diamond  

60 Silver Birch Lane 

Pearl River, NY 10965 
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gerrysdiamond@yahoo.com 
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George Struble 
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Circuit Sales Manager 
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Gerry Diamond  
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Audio-visual 
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Webmaster 
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REPRESENTATIVES 

Union of Swiss 

Philatelic Societies  

Michael Peter 

(see column 2) 
 

American Philatelic 

Society 

Ernest L. Bergman 

1940 Cliffside Drive 

State College, PA 16801 

814-238-0164   

elb3@psu.edu 

 

Liechtenstudy Group 

Paul Tremaine 

410 SW Ninth St. 

Dundee, OR 97115-9731 
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American Helvetia Philatelic Society 

Treasurer’s Report: Calendar Year 2015 
 

I am pleased to submit the financial results of the Society for 2015 as compared to 2014.  In 2015, our 

unrestricted fund balance increased by $5,120 principally reflecting the receipt of a $4,750 trust distribution 

from the estate of our late member, Mr. Harold Egy.  This is also reflected by an increase in our cash balance. 

Other member donations offset a decline in member dues and funded the CD-based publication of the second 

edition of our book Philately of Switzerland which was distributed to all members with the July issue of Tell.  

Your Society’s financial condition remains strong and we are well positioned to continue all of our educational 

programs around Swiss philately in the English language.  A special thank you to all of our contributing donors 

who allow us to keep our dues very affordable for all members and maintain a complete range of services 

including our all-color publication of Tell. 
 

 

INCOME                            2015      2014 
Membership dues         $ 4,743 $ 5,214 

TELL advertising           2,254   2,238 

Auction proceeds             451     180 

Sales circuits             175     200 

Publications             264      57 

Interest on accounts             51      46 

Donations - Unrestricted         6,964   2,437 

Collections for GB & Swiss memberships       1,356   1,365 

                      _ 

   TOTAL INCOME         16,258  11,737 
 

EXPENSES 
TELL publication & distribution        6,916   7,157 

Web Site & Audio Visual programming          120        120 

Trophies and Awards            372      76 

Publications           1,086       - 

Annual meeting & publicity           250       - 

Secretarial supplies, postage, printing, misc.       974      709 

Corporate, legal, fundraising            84     110 

GB & Swiss membership remittances       1,271   1,432 

   TOTAL EXPENSES         11,073   9,604 

 

CHANGES IN NET ASSETS            $ 5,185   $ 2,133  

 

ASSETS                   Dec 31, 2015  Dec 31, 2014 
Cash – Sovereign Bank checking & CD accounts   $46,476 $43,912 

Cash – Paypal           1,136       0 

Cash deposit of auction program        1,452   1,000 

Cash sales circuit self-insurance fund       2,020   1,956 

   TOTAL ASSETS        $51,084 $46,868 

 

LIABILITIES 
Deferred income collected in advance     $ 3,307 $ 4,275 

Contingent liability – self insurance fund       2,020   1,956 

   TOTAL LIABILITIES        $ 5,327 $ 6,231 

 

NET ASSETS         $45,757 $40,637 
 

Memo: Life Membership Fund Balance    $ 5,064 $ 5,064 

        Unrestricted Fund Balance      40,693  35,573 
 
 

               Respectfully submitted, Bruce Marsden, Treasurer 
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